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Abstract. We have developed an ad-hoc wireless positioning network
(AWPN) to realize on-demand indoor location-based services [10]. This
paper extends our AWPN to handle huge number of localization re-
quests. In AWPN, WiFi APs measure received signal strength (RSS)
of WiFi signals and send the RSS information to a localization server
via a WiFi mesh network. The maximum number of WiFi devices is
therefore limited by computational resources on the localization server.
We push this limit by introducing a new distributed calculation scheme:
we use the MapReduce computation framework and perform map pro-
cesses on APs and reduce processes on localization servers. We also uti-
lize a network router capable of network address translation (NAT) for
shu✏e processes to provide scalability. We implemented and evaluated
our distributed calculation scheme to demonstrate that our scheme al-
most evenly distributes localization calculations to multiple localization
servers with approximately 26% variations.

Keywords: Ad-hoc wireless positioning network (AWPN), MapReduce,
distributed calculation, network address translation (NAT).

1 Introduction

In recent years, smartphones have become prevalent, which pushes increasing at-
tention to location-based services. Location-based services are mainly developed
for outdoor use because the global positioning system (GPS) is widely available
in outdoor environments. Indoor localization is now more required to extend
location-based services to indoor environments.

We are developing a WiFi ad-hoc wireless positioning network (AWPN) to
realize on-demand indoor location-based services that are used in one-time use
scenarios such as a navigation in an exhibition event. The AWPN is a localization
system built on a WiFi mesh network. In AWPN, WiFi access points (APs)
capture IEEE802.11 ProbeRequest frames sent from a WiFi device and measure
received signal strength (RSS) of the frames. The RSS-data is then sent to a
localization server via a WiFi mesh network to estimate the device location.
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When we use AWPN in a large indoor environment, the localization server
receives huge number of RSS-data, which increases computational requirements
on the localization server. Large-scale AWPN consists of many WiFi APs that
receive signals from many WiFi devices. Although single localization calcula-
tion completes in few milliseconds [10], localization calculations for hundreds
of WiFi devices require considerable time. Especially, smartphones send many
ProbeRequest frames every second, which drastically increases the number of
localization calculations.

To address the calculation load problem, the MapReduce distributed calcu-
lation systems [2, 3] such as Hadoop [21] have been widely adopted. MapReduce
systems, however, are ine�cient for AWPN localization calculations because
computational resource for distribution is not negligible. MapReduce systems
consists of three processes: map process in which calculation tasks are associ-
ated with specific hash values named keys, shu✏e process in which map tasks
are distributed to calculation nodes based on the keys, and reduce process in
which mapped data are aggregated to calculate final results. The MapReduce
e↵ectively distributes calculation load onto calculation nodes when the map and
reduce processes are heavier than the shu✏e process. In AWPN, localization
calculation itself is lightweight computation. Shu✏e processes and data commu-
nications between calculation nodes for shu✏ing are not negligible in AWPN.

As a new solution for the calculation load problem in AWPN, this paper
presents a distributed calculation scheme such that MapReduce processes are
distributed to APs and localization servers. In the proposed calculation scheme,
APs perform map processes and localization servers perform reduce processes.
The APs measure the RSS of a ProbeRequest frame and determine the localiza-
tion server to send the RSS-data based on the information in the ProbeRequest
frame. RSS-data, generated on multiple APs, of an identical ProbeRequest frame
is therefore collected on the same localization server.

Practically, we utilize a network router for shu✏e processes to easily sup-
port scalability. The required number of localization servers is dependent on
the scale of AWPN and the number of WiFi devices to be localized. To avoid
reconfiguration of WiFi APs in the environment when the number of localiza-
tion servers changes, we use network address translation (NAT) on a network
router to forward RSS-data to localization servers. The router is specified as a
default gateway in AWPN to collect all the RSS-data on the router. RSS-data
is forwarded to a specific localization server based on a key value in the RSS-
data. The number change of localization servers only requires reconfiguration of
address translation rules, which is defined in the network router.

Note that our approach is another form of MapReduce implementation with a
simple feature set. Our distributed calculation scheme does not provide features
such as dynamic scaling and fault tolerance that are widely available in orig-
inal MapReduce systems. These features are often insignificant in localization
systems for location-based services.

To demonstrate the e↵ectiveness of the proposed distributed calculation
scheme, we conducted experimental evaluations in a Kyushu University building.
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Fig. 1. Overview of ad-hoc wireless positioning network (AWPN)

The experimental evaluations reveal that the proposed distributed calculation
scheme successfully distributed RSS-data to localization servers with imbalance
of 26%.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly de-
scribes AWPN and shows requirements of a distributed calculation scheme in
AWPN. In Section 3, we present a distributed calculation scheme using net-
work address translation for AWPN, followed by implementation in Section 4.
In Section 5, we conducted experimental evaluations of the proposed distributed
calculation scheme. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Distributed Calculation in Ad-hoc Wireless Positioning

Network

2.1 Ad-hoc Wireless Positioning Network

Ad-hoc Wireless Positioning Network (AWPN) is a WiFi mesh network capa-
ble of localizing WiFi devices [17]. Figure 1 depicts an overview of AWPN. To
construct AWPN, we install multiple WiFi APs into a localization target area
and connect a localization server to an AP named a core AP. The network is
automatically constructed with multi-hop links between APs. APs detect a WiFi
signal sent from a WiFi device in the localization target area and measures re-
ceived signal strength (RSS) of the signal. The RSS-data and the WiFi device
address are then sent to a localization server. The localization server calculates
the device location using multilateration with the RSS-data sent from multiple
APs.

In AWPN, calculation load becomes heavier as the number of RSS-data in-
creases because the localization server performs all the calculations. Distributed
calculation is an e↵ective solution to address this calculation load problem.

There are two requirements for distributed calculation in AWPN.
The first requirement is independence between AWPN scale and system con-

figurations. When we extend a localization target area, we need to add APs and
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Fig. 2. RSS-data processing time on MongoDB

localization servers to process increased number of RSS-data. Changing system
configurations such as AP configuration parameters, AP firmware, and localiza-
tion server program requires much cost because there are hundreds of APs and
localizations servers in AWPN.

The second requirement is small overhead. In large-scale AWPN, localization
servers perform huge number of localization calculations because many WiFi
devices transmit ProbeRequest frames more than once per second. Localization
calculation is not a heavy task and is finished in few milliseconds [10]. Overhead
for calculations including RSS-data reception should be minimized.

Figure 2 shows the time required for RSS-data processing on MongoDB dis-
tributed database [18]. We collected RSS-data using AWPN installed in our lab-
oratory and inserted the RSS-data into MongoDB. On MongoDB, we grouped
RSS-data by sender WiFi devices and counted the number of RSS-data in each
group. We repeated data processing for 100 times and averaged the processing
time. Figure 2 indicates that the processing time greatly increased as the num-
ber of RSS-data increased when the number of RSS-data was more than 5,000.
We only counted the number of RSS-data in this example. We can confirm that
overhead to retrieve data from database is considerable when we process huge
number of RSS-data.

2.2 Related Works

For many high computation applications, MapReduce-based distributed calcu-
lation systems [2, 3] are widely adopted to process high volume of data. For ex-
ample, the MapReduce systems are utilized in machine learning as well as data
mining [9, 8, 15], clustering [22], pairwise document similarity calculation [6],
and genome analysis [16]. Also there are many MapReduce extensions such as
MRPGA [13], Twister [4], DELMA [7], Tiled-MapReduce [1], SpatialHadoop [5],
and epiC [12].
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The MapReduce systems, however, su↵er from high overhead for localization
calculation in AWPN because localization calculation is a lightweight computa-
tional task. In the MapReduce systems, RSS-data is first stored in a distributed
database. RSS-data is then analyzed and grouped by sender devices in map
processes to calculate device location. In reduce processes, device location is cal-
culated using the grouped RSS-data. A node called a master node distributes
map and reduce processes to calculation nodes. In AWPN, the load of the mas-
ter node becomes significant when processing huge number of RSS-data. Data
reading from the distributed database in map and reduce processes is another
overhead in AWPN because results of map and reduce processes are stored in
distributed nodes.

Kafka [14] is a distributed messaging system for realtime data processing,
which is another form of distributed calculation systems. In Kafka, producers
generate messages and send the messages to servers named brokers, which pro-
vide distributed data queues. Application servers, named consumers, retrieve
messages from brokers at their own rate to process the messages. When we ap-
ply Kafka to AWPN localization calculations, APs send RSS-data to brokers
and localization servers consume the RSS-data. Using a gateway service, Kafka
easily adapts to the change of the number of localization servers. This pub-
lish/subscribe model is also used in several IoT middlewares such as DDS [19]
and DPWS [11].

Although distributed data processing schemes using a publish/subscribe model
can perform localization calculations with high flexibility, a broker requires
higher computational resources compared to our approach. Data storage on a
broker is also required to safely process stream data. Our approach only requires
network routers with su�cient network capacity.

3 Distributed Calculation Scheme for AWPN

3.1 Overview

Figure 3 shows an overview of our distributed calculation scheme using address
translation. Our key idea is to distribute MapReduce processes to APs, net-
work router, and localization servers. An AP receives a ProbeRequest frame
and measures received signal strength (RSS) of the frame. The AP performs
a map process; the AP calculates a key value based on the information in the
ProbeRequest frame. The RSS value as well as key value is sent to a network
router as RSS-data. When the network router receives RSS-data, the router per-
forms a shu✏e process; RSS-data is sent to the localization server associated
with the key value in the RSS-data. The RSS-data with the same key values is
therefore collected to the same localization server. The localization server then
performs a reduce process, i.e., calculates location of a WiFi device.

Following subsections describe details of map and shu✏e processes.
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Fig. 3. Overview of distributed calculation scheme using network address translation
for AWPN

3.2 Map Process

In a map process, an AP calculates a key value based on the information in a
ProbeRequest frame sent from a WiFi device. An AP retrieves the information
below to calculate a key value:

– The MAC address of a source WiFi device
– The sequence number of a ProbeRequest frame
– The reception time of a ProbeRequest frame

The key values are associated with IP addresses in an address space not
used in a WiFi mesh network. An AP sends RSS-data to the IP address as-
sociated with a calculated key value. We configure the WiFi mesh network to
use a network router as a default gateway. All the RSS-data is therefore sent
to the network router. In Fig. 3, for example, RSS-data sent to an address
in 10.0.0.0/24 address space is actually sent to the network router because
10.0.0.0/24 is outside of 172.17.0.0/16 network.

Key value calculation algorithm should be simple enough because APs have
limited computational resources. As a simple example in this paper, a key value
k is calculated from the last byte m of the MAC address of a source WiFi device
and the sequence number s of a ProbeRequest frame as

k = (m+ s) mod 256. (1)

Sequence number should be included in a key calculation because a WiFi device
successively sends ProbeRequest frames with di↵erent sequence numbers in a
short time. For binding between key values and IP addresses, we map an 8-bit
key value to a last byte of an IP address in 10.0.0.0/24 address space.
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Fig. 4. Overview of shu✏e process in network router

3.3 Shu✏e Process

In a shu✏e process, a network router changes the destination address of RSS-
data using network address translation (NAT) to forward RSS-data to localiza-
tion servers. The network router is responsible for distribution of RSS-data for
localization calculation. The number change of localization servers only requires
reconfiguration of the network router.

Figure 4 shows an overview of a shu✏e process in a network router. The figure
shows an example with two localization servers 192.168.0.1 and 192.168.0.2.
APs send RSS-data to an IP address in 10.0.0.0/24 address space. The destina-
tion address space 10.0.0.0/24 is divided into 10.0.0.0/25 and 10.0.0.128/25
subnets, each of which is assigned to a localization server. The network router
performs network address translation with rules shown in Fig. 4 to forward RSS-
data to localization servers. Although we can divide the destination address space
at any point, the size of subnets should be the same to evenly distribute RSS-data
to localization servers.

When the number N of localization servers is not the power of 2, i.e., N 6= 2n

(n is zero or a positive integer), we need complicated address translation rules.
For example, when we add another localization server in Fig. 4, we want to
evenly divide the address space into three subnets below:

– 10.0.0.0 ⇠ 10.0.0.84,

– 10.0.0.85 ⇠ 10.0.0.169,

– 10.0.0.170 ⇠ 10.0.0.255.
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Fig. 5. Example of address space division (N = 5, k
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= 2)

The size of a subnet is 85 or 86 in this case. Subnets are defined by a netmask,
which restricts the size of a subnet to the power of 2. We cannot evenly divide
the address space into three subnets with any netmask.

When N 6= 2n, we divide an address space into subnets until the number
of the subnets is greater than N and assign the subnets to localization servers.
Here we explain the address division using an example when the number N of
localization servers is five as shown in Fig. 5. We first divide the address space
into eight subnets. Five of the subnets are assigned to each localization server.
Three remaining subnets are more divided into six small subnets, five of which
are assigned to localization servers. We repeat this division process for up to
k

max

times and assign remaining subnets to localization servers as shown in
Fig. 5.

Although the address division process results in imbalance of the number of
addresses in subnets, the imbalance decreases as the maximum number k

max

of
divisions increases. Figure 6 shows address imbalance B

addr

as a function of the
number N of localization servers. Address imbalance B

addr

is defined as

B

addr

= max

����
ai � ā

ā

���� , (2)

where ai is the number of addresses assigned to localization server i and ā is the
average number of addresses assigned to localization servers. Address imbalance
B

addr

becomes 0 for an ideal case, i.e., addresses are evenly assigned to localiza-
tion servers. Figure 6 indicates that the maximum address imbalance decreases
as 0.875, 0.25, 0.125, and 0.063 as the maximum number k

max

of divisions in-
creases from 1 to 4. Increase in k

max

results in increase in the computation load
on a network router. k

max

is determined based on computational resources on
the router.
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Table 1. Specifications of PCWL-0100 [20]

Range in line-of-sight Approx. 150m
TX power of mesh wireless 16 dBm
TX power of access wireless 16 dBm
Access wireless standard IEEE802.11b/g
Number of mesh wireless IFs 2 (except an access wireless IF)

5.15 ⇠ 5.35GHz
Physical dimensions W142mm⇥H118mm⇥D39mm
Weight 450 g

4 Implementation

We implemented the proposed distributed calculation scheme using o↵-the-shelf
devices. Figure 7 shows the overview of our implementation. We installed four
PicoCELA PCWL-0100 APs and a Netgear WNDR4300 network router, which
are shown in Fig. 8. Table 1 shows specifications of PCWL. PCWLs are WiFi APs
that automatically build a WiFi mesh network. We implemented a C program
that captures ProbeRequest frames to generate RSS-data and perform map
processes on Linux running on PCWL.

We prepared three virtual machines: two for localization servers and one for
a database server. The virtual machines were managed by the VMware ESXi 6.0
hypervisor running on a Supermicro 6018R-TD server with a 1.8GHz eight-core
Intel XeonE5-2630Lv3 CPU, 16GB memory, and four 2TB disk drives. Each
virtual machine used single CPU core and 2GB memory. Debian/GNU Linux
8.0 was running on virtual machines, which were built on separate disk drives
to minimize mutual influence between the virtual machines.
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Fig. 7. Overview of implementation

The localization server was implemented as a C++ program. The localization
server received RSS-data from the network router and estimate WiFi device
location using a simple multilateration algorithm. The results were sent to a
MongoDB database server.

5 Evaluation

To validate the e↵ectiveness of the proposed distributed calculation scheme pre-
sented in Section 3, we evaluated RSS-data imbalance that indicates fairness of
RSS-data distribution. We also evaluated the CPU usage and time for localiza-
tion calculations as a function of RSS-data tra�c to estimate the number of
localization servers required for practical deployment.

In our evaluations, we used RSS-data collected in a real environment. We
installed four PCWLs in our laboratory and collected RSS-data generated from
ProbeRequest frames sent from user devices such as smartphones and laptops.
The RSS-data was collected for approximately three and half days. The number
of collected RSS-data is 137,061.

5.1 RSS-Data Imbalance

RSS-data imbalance is a figure that indicates how uniformly RSS-data is dis-
tributed to localization servers. RSS-data imbalance B

rss

is defined in the same
manner as the address imbalance as

B

rss

= max

����
ri � r̄

r̄

���� , (3)
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where ri is the number of RSS-data received on localization server i and r̄ is
the average number of RSS-data received on localization servers. RSS-data im-
balance B

rss

becomes 0 for an ideal case, i.e., RSS-data is evenly distributed to
localization servers.

We calculated the number of RSS-data received on each localization server
using the RSS-data collected in a real environment, while changing the number
of localization servers. For each RSS-data, destination localization server was
calculated using the map process described in Eq. (1) and the shu✏e process
presented in Section 3.3. RSS-data imbalance was calculated using Eq. (3) with
the number of RSS-data received on each localization server.

Figure 9 shows RSS-data imbalance B

rss

as a function of the number N of
localization servers. Figure 9 indicates the following:

– Comparing Figs. 6 and 9, RSS-data imbalance B

rss

curve is similar to the
address imbalance curve in Fig. 6. When address imbalance was big, RSS-
data was not evenly distributed to localization servers, resulting in big RSS-
data imbalance.

– RSS-data imbalance B
rss

had a tendency to decrease as the maximum num-
ber k

max

of divisions increases. In a range of k
max

from 1 to 4, RSS-data
imbalance B

rss

became maximum at 0.26 when k

max

= 3.

From the above results, we conclude that a hash function used in a map pro-
cess is a key factor to evenly distribute RSS-data in our distributed calculation
scheme. The simple hash function presented in Eq. (1) in Section 3.2 exhibited
low performance in terms of fair distribution of RSS-data.
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5.2 CPU Usage

To validate that a localization calculation is not a heavy task compared to RSS-
data reception, we evaluated CPU usage while changing RSS-data tra�c, i.e.,
the number of RSS-data sent in one second. We sent dummy RSS-data at a
specific rate and recorded average CPU usage for 300 seconds using sysstat

command. Not to perform wasting calculations, we only sent RSS-data that can
be successfully localized. We compared CPU usages with and without localiza-
tion calculations.

Figure 10 shows CPU usage as a function of RSS-data tra�c. Figure 10
indicates the following:

– CPU usage almost linearly increased as the RSS-data tra�c increased. The
numbers of RSS-data receptions and localization calculations are propor-
tional to RSS-data tra�c, which linearly increased CPU usage.

– There was a slight di↵erence of CPU usages between with and without local-
ization calculations. The di↵erence of CPU usages between with and without
localization calculations, i.e., CPU usage for localization calculations, was
quite small.

The above results reveal that localization calculation is a lightweight task in
comparison with RSS-data reception.

5.3 Calculation Time

To estimate how many servers are required to localize huge number of WiFi de-
vices, we evaluated localization calculation time. We modified localization calcu-
lation program on a localization server installed in a real environment to record
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start and end time for every localization calculation. Localization calculations
were performed for 80,941 times with 137,061 RSS-data.

Figure 11 shows an empirical cumulative distributed function (ECDF) of
localization calculation time. Black and blue lines in the Fig. 11 show the results
for all calculations and successful calculations, respectively. Figure 11 shows the
following:

– More than 80% of calculations were completed in 5 milliseconds. Localization
calculation is not a heavy task for a localization server and doesn’t take much
time for a single calculation.

– 83.6% of successful calculations were completed in 5 milliseconds. 83.6%
and 96.9% of successful calculations were completed in 5 and 10 milliseconds,
respectively. For more than 100 localization calculations per second, multiple
servers or multi-thread programming is required to complete localizations in
realtime.

6,955 localization calculations have been succeeded, which is 8.6% of all the
calculations. We used four APs in this evaluation and calculated device location
using multilateration. Multilateration requires RSS-data from all the four APs
to estimate device location in our evaluation environment. 69.3% of localization
calculations failed because of less number of RSS-data, which completed in 5
milliseconds. Remainder 22.1% of calculations diverged because of the variations
of RSS caused by multi-paths and measurement errors, which took longer time.

The above results reveal that our distributed calculation scheme requires
parallel computation for more than 100 localization calculations per second.
Referring to Section 5.2, the number of localization servers might be estimated
based on the CPU usage of RSS-data reception. As shown in Fig. 10, the CPU
usage linearly increases as RSS-data tra�c increases. We might need more than
two servers when RSS-data tra�c is more than 25,000 counts every second.
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The RSS-data tra�c greatly increases as the numbers of WiFi devices and APs
increase.

6 Conclusion

This paper presented a new distributed calculation scheme for an ad-hoc wireless
positioning network (AWPN) to process huge number of localization requests.
Our approach is to distribute MapReduce processes to WiFi APs, a network
router, and localization servers: map processes on APs, shu✏e processes on
a router, and reduce processes on localization servers. Using network address
translation (NAT) in shu✏e processes, our distributed calculation scheme easily
provides scalability with variable number of localization servers. We conducted
experimental evaluations in a real environment and confirmed that our scheme
successfully distributed localization calculations with the maximum RSS-data
imbalance of 0.26. The RSS-data imbalance of 0.26 might be insu�cient in prac-
tical use cases. We are working on a hash function in a shu✏ing process to evenly
distribute calculation tasks.
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